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Hachette Children s Group, United Kingdom, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. There are endless facts to learn about living things, but once you ve
absorbed them, do you really know how plants and animals work? They adapt and grow thanks to
some incredible processes - and understanding them is the key to understanding life on earth. It s
time to discover how animals reproduce, how plants protect themselves and how living things
adapt. Pore over the step-by-step infographic art and fascinating facts to uncover the dazzling truth
about the astonishing flora and fauna on our planet - then try out the mind-bending challenges on
each page!TOPICS:How plants make energyHow plants reproduceHow animals reproduceHow
predators huntHow living things adaptHow animals seeHow animals smellHow animals feelHow
plants protect themselvesHow animals protect themselvesHow animals survive a shortageHow
living things are recycled The Infographic How It Works series is an exploration of the processes that
make the world (and the universe) go round, from the activity in tectonic plates to the enzymes that
break down food in our bodies. Each process is clearly explained using amazing infographics and
essential facts - plus an experiment or challenge for...
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to spell out. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have read. Your life span will likely be transform as soon as you full reading this
book.
-- Marvin Okuneva-- Marvin Okuneva

Completely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. I have got go through and so i am confident that i will likely to read again once
more down the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Zachery Mertz-- Zachery Mertz
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